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Apa scavenger hunt answer key

Haven't found what you need? Search our website or email us. Haven't found what you need? Search our website or email us. APA Scavenger Hunt Workheet CLICK HERE FOR A TUTORIAL ON THE FACT OF THE APA DOCUMENT Element APA/Demand Request Response Page Response and Example Numbers (if available in the paper example) Title Points Page 1. List
items on a title page. To start this treasure hunt, here is the first answer. Race head (with page number), title, byline and institutional affiliation Pages 23-24; 41 (paper sample) 1 2. Describe the format and location of the running head. flush typed left at the top of the title page P.229-230 1 3. Describe the format and location of the title. The title should be typed in capital letters and
lower case, centered between the left and right margins and placed in the top half of the page. If the title is two or more lines, double space between the lines. 1 4. Describe what a demarcation line is, how it should be typed and how to include more than one author. The names of the authors must be typed in the order of their contributions using capital letters and lower cases,
centered between the lateral margins, of a double-space line under the title. Type the institutional affiliation, centered under the author's name, on the next spaced double line. P.3 1 5. What is your institutional affiliation? How should it be typed? centered under the author's name, on the next double-spaced line. P.23 1 6. Where is the page header? What format is prescribed? The
title of the article and it goes to the top of each page displayed or printed P.230 1 Paper Body / General Fitness Rules 7. The manual contains a miniaturized image of document samples with title page, narrative and reference list. How can you use it for your papers? Title page to text-to-text references to tables with annexes P.229 1 8. Margins: What setting is prescribed for
margins in the body of the text and reference page? Uniform margins of at least 1 inch, double spaced text, left style color with uneven right margin P.229 1 9. Spacing: 1) How many spaces between the lines should appear in the body of the text and the references? 2) How many spaces are used in text after a comma, colon, semicolons, punctuation marks at the end of a
sentence, periods in a reference quote, or periods after initials in a personal name? (Tip: The answer is the same for everyone). 1.) Double spacing. 2.) Space 1 10. Font and font: what is the font and font ? Times new novel with 12 pt. font size P.228 1 11. Title Levels: What format is used for a Level 1 and 3 topic? Level 1: The first title is Literature Overview, so it goes to Level 1.
Your writing style and subject will determine what your first title will be. Level 3: The securities are follow a period, and run with the following text. 1 12. Is it permissible in the APA for the author to refer to himself using the pronoun I? Yes. you can use the first-person perspective when discussing your search steps 1 Quotes, Quotes and References List 13. Text Quotes: What is a
text quote and how is it formatted? is to help readers easily find the sources in the Works Cited page that match your referenced passage 1 14. When do you use to reach authors and when do you use to reach the authors in a quote? The quote is when you credit a work for your influences and information that you have drawn to write your paper. And is used when joining 2
authors. p.169 1 15. Quotes: How are quotations of less than 40 words formatted? When quoting, what should always be included with the quote? Place direct quotations of more than 40 words in a stand-alone block of typed lines and omit quotation marks. Start the quote on a new line, removed from five spaces from the left margin 1 16. References: What is the purpose of a
reference list? It provides the necessary information for a reader to locate and recover any source you quote in the body of the paper. 1 17. What does text agreement and reference list mean? The APA style suggests using a reference list for references cited in the text of an article rather than a bibliography. A reference list includes only references that were cited in the text of its
document. There must be a total agreement between the two 118. How are references ordered from the reference list? Are you doubling the space? Alphabetical. No. 1 19. In the reference list, what is the acceptable abbreviation for editing, Publisher, Publisher, Page, Pages and No Date?edition: ed. Seller: Ed Editors: Eds page: p. pages: pp. no date: n.d 1 20. What rule governs
if a state is given in the location of the reference list editor? The American publishers give the city in its entirety and the abbreviation for the state. 1 21. How do you quote a work discussed in a secondary source? Provide answers for both in the text and on the reference page? Text: (last name, date of the year). Reference list: (last name, first initial). 1 22. Sample format for
references For the following types of references, look for pages with reference formatting examples in the next column. List of pages where you can find examples of how to shape references for the following: page:/s: ' Newspaper article two authors (paper form) page '/s: 'Newspaper article with two authors (electronic version) page '/s: 'Whole Book Page': 'Chapter in an edited
book page': 'Non-periodic documents on the Internet 1 23.' numbers doi Describe what a doi is and where and when a number can be used. Alphanumeric channel assigned by a registrar to identify content and provide a link to its location on the Internet. Include for print and electronic sources. 1 24. Colon Point Where can you find a description of a semicolon is and how to use it
properly! What is it? a semicolon should be used to separate two independent clauses (or complete sentences) that are closely related to meaning. 1 25. Protecting Research Participants Where can you find information on protecting the rights and well-being of research participants? What standards are standards for psychologists? What is the last year of publication of this
document? Chapter 1, Section 11 1 Total Points: /25 Get a 10% discount on an order over $100 Use the following coupon code: 100DISC10 APA Scavenger Hunt Guidelines Purpose The purpose of this assignment is to allow the student to demonstrate his or her proficiency in the APA format. Students will also use this assignment as a quick reference guide for future use of the
6th edition APA format. Course Results This assignment allows the student to achieve the following results: 3. Demonstrate effective verbal, written and technological communication using legal and ethical standards for knowledge transfer. (PO #3) 4. Incorporate critical thinking and judgment into professional decision-making in collaboration with faculty and peers. (PO #4) 6. Link
the application of the legal and ethical requirements of nursing laws and standards to interactions with faculty, peers and others. (PO #6) 9. Demonstrates responsibility for personal and professional development by assessing computer skills, implementing plans to improve computer skills, and using effective strategies for student success online. (PO #5) Deadline Submit the
assignment to the Dropbox week 3 by Sunday to the end of week 3, 11:59 p.m. Montreal time, week 3 points. Preparing for the APA 1 treasure hunt. Read this document (APA Scavenger Hunt Guidelines), including the topic. 2. From Doc Sharing, download the APA scavenger hunting model. Rename the document as Your last name APA Scavenger Hunt.docx. Save it to your
own computer or flash drive in a place where you will be able to retrieve it later. Type your assignment directly onto the registered document. Keep in mind that Microsoft Word 2010 or a later version is required. The document must be registered as.docx. your work frequently when you type to avoid losing your job. 3. While preparing your APA scavenger hunt, use all available
resources, including the American Psychological Association publication manual, an example of paper in document sharing, and APA tutorial. However, your page numbers and section numbers in the Location column should be taken from the Manual. List the page and section numbers of the APA rule, not an example. 4. 4. APA treasure hunt by typing all the empty boxes in the
Answer column and the Location column. Explain clearly and/or demonstrate the format rule to answer the questions asked in each item. Work on this mission during weeks 2 and 3. Don't wait until the due date to start your work! 5. When your assignment is complete, save and close the document. Enter the course and submit the document as an attachment to the week 3
dropbox. Check out the Week 3 Assignments page for step-by-step instructions on how to use the deposit box. 6. Possible elements and points are clearly indicated on the APA scavenger hunting model. Chamberlain College of Nursing NR-351: Transitions in Professional Nursing Directions and Grading Criteria Category Points % Description 1. Running head 8 points 5.33%
Type 2 correct race heads (one for the title page and one for the following pages) using the correct capitalization, alignment and punctuation. 2. Byline and institutional affiliation 5 points meet 3 points location 5.33% Using correct alignment and capitalization, type your byline and institutional affiliation in the right box. Include the page number and reference point (section number)
in the manual where information about it can be located. 3. Margins 7 points 4.66% Give the setting of margins in the body of the paper and the reference page. 4. Line spacing and font 4-point response 3 points location 4.66% Identify the spacing of lines for the title, the body of the paper and the reference page. Identify the font and the size of the preferred font. Include page
numbers and reference points in the manual where the information is located. 5. The 5-point headings respond to 3 points location 5.33% Set the headers and explain how the headers are shaped. Include page numbers and reference points in the manual where the information is located. 6. The 4-point commas meet 3 points location 4.66% Explain the rule for comma use in a
sentence containing a series of items. In the example provided, insert the commas appropriately. Include the page number and reference point of the manual where the information is located. 7. Quotes 8 points 5.33% Define a quote and describe how it is formatted. Identify when to use and to attach author names and when to use an ampersand in quotes. 8. Quotes 5 points
answer 3 points location 5.33% Describe how quotes are formatted and quoted. Include page numbers and dots manual where the information is located. 9. Secondary Source Quote 5 Points Response 3 Points Location 5.33% Demonstrate a correct secondary source quote using the information provided. Include the page number and reference point of the manual where the
information is located. 10. Quote and reference 7 points 4.66% Describe the relationship between what is cited and what References page. 11. Reference Italics 5 points response 3 location points 5.33% Describe which parts of a reference for a book and a reference for a newspaper article are italic. Include page numbers and reference points in the manual where the information
is located. 12. Author information on the reference page 8 points 5.33% Using the information provided, demonstrate the correct information of the author that would appear on the reference page. 13. Letter cases in article titles on the reference page 5 points reply 3 points location 5.33% Describe when to use capital letters and tiny letters in the title of an article on the reference
page. Include the page number and reference point of the manual where the information is located. 14. Reference page format for the 5 periodic response points 3 location points 5.33% Type the general reference format using the requested format. Include the page number and reference point of the manual where the information is located. 15. Reference examples by type 4
points response 3 points location 4.66% Identify page and section number where examples by reference type begin in the APA Manual. Explain how you will use this section. Include the page number and reference point of the manual where the information is located. 16. The entire location of the 4-point paper meets 3 points location 4.66% Identify the location of the miniature
paper in the APA Manual. Describe how you can use this miniature paper to help you write your papers. Include the page number and reference point of the manual where the information is located. 17. DOI number 4 points meet 3 points location 4.66% Set a doi number and where you will use it when writing a paper. Include the page number and reference point of the manual
where the information is located. 18. Referring to the author: tense 4 points meet 3 points location 4.66% Choose which example is correct by referring to an author in the body of the article. Include the page number and reference point of the manual where the information is located. 19. Gender language 7 points 4.66% Describe ways to avoid sexist language in scholarly writing.
20. Short 7 points 4.66% Describe the rules for the correct use of abbreviations the first time and the following times in the body of the paper. Total 150 points 100% Page 2 2
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